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ooking competitions fea-

and namesake of the Belmont Stakes horse

turing outrageous dishes

race)—staged a series of lavish meals at New

where one chef tries to

York culinary icon Delmonico’s restaurant.

top another may seem

Each successive dinner was an attempt to top

like a modern phenom-

the previous efforts and the menus featured

enon perfectly aligned

items such as canvasback duck (attractively

with today’s reality television. But these

portioned and made into an aspic de canvas-

contests are actually far older and in fact

back), chilled string bean salad with truffles,

first emerged with the fine dining revolu-

and truffled ice cream. Dubbed the Gold, Sil-

tion that swept the United States in the

ver and Diamond dinners, the affair ended in

mid-nineteenth century. The vast number of

a three-way tie and was an extremely extrava-

technological

developments

gant show of wealth and culinary skill, not to

during this Victorian era were redefining

mention fabulous publicity for Delmonico’s.

C

changes

and

class structures throughout the country. More
and more people had enough money to live

While undoubtedly luxurious, these dinners

in comfort and style, surrounded by a wide

paled in comparison to the culinary duel that

selection of purchased goods and services.

had occurred at the same restaurant nearly two
decades earlier. In 1851 another group of af-

As a result, lavish dinners and society balls were

fluent New Yorkers wanted to show a group of

all the rage. Many men of wealthy means spent

Philadelphia friends just how impressive a meal

significant time and money trying to one-up

could be had in their city. To pull off this feat,

each other by concocting ever more extrava-

they told proprietor Lorenzo Delmonico they

gant gastronomic challenges. In 1867, for ex-

wanted to “astonish our Quaker City friends

ample, three of New York’s richest gentlemen

with the sumptuousness of our feast,” assuring

—Leonard Jerome (whose daughter became the

him that money was no object. Lorenzo agreed,

mother of Winston Churchill), William Travers

treating the New Yorkers and their fifteen guests

(a wealthy Wall Street lawyer and investor)

to a magnificent banquet at his restaurant on

and banker August Belmont (the founder

South William Street, much enjoyed by all.
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Not to be outdone, the Philadelphia men
contacted their best caterer and restaurateur,
James W. Parkinson, and asked him to create
a similar dinner to which they politely invited their New York friends. Parkinson’s meal
was astonishing, unlike anything the New
Yorkers had ever experienced. Dubbed the
“Thousand Dollar Dinner” by the Philadelphia press (since it reputedly cost the local
men $1,000, an enormous sum equivalent
to around $32,000 today), the New Yorkers
reportedly stood in appreciation at three
different times during the seventeen-course,
twelve-hour feast. Even the eighteen-page
menu, titled “Empire and Keystone,” was
itself a work of art, printed in gold and
bright colors, with a beautiful picture of
each course on individual consecutive pages.
Despite its extravagance, the Thousand Dollar Dinner began following the typical plotline of any sumptuous Victorian repast. As
was expected, the feast began with oysters,
Parkinson’s selections coming fresh from the
celebrated Morris River Cove in New Jersey’s Delaware Bay, and quickly transitioned
into the second course of two soups—green
turtle and potage à la reine. (Two soup choices
were typically offered at large dinner parties
during this period: one clear and one puréed.)
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But the convention of the meal stopped there

intricate centerpieces showed off Parkinson’s

and the affair rapidly descended into a decadent

talent for turning confections into works of art,

madness. Parkinson had to pull some serious

and provided an attractive, diverting interlude

strings to get many of the unique items he in-

to this rich and lengthy dinner. Not letting one

cluded in the feast and each course was a show-

opportunity at extravagance go to waste, even

case of the expensive and the rare. By the third

the seemingly plain vegetables accompanying

course—a fish course—Parkinson’s connections

the sculptures were luxurious. The out-of-

in the food world were on display. The first of the

season lettuce, green peas, and cauliflower,

two fish was the costly and endangered Maine

for example, were ordered from Georgia

salmon, which was so fresh it had apparently

and arrived fresh and delicious via a com-

been swimming in the Kennebec River only

bination of rail, horse, and even steamboat.

the night before. The second was rockfish, also
known as American Striped Bass, which Parkin-

With the tenth course, or coup du milieu, there

son had procured directly from Virginia via pri-

came a short pause in the form of a rejuvenating

vately hired anglers. After the rockfish arrived in

sorbet made from an extremely rare and expen-

Philadelphia, they were immediately prepared

sive Hungarian Tokaji wine, but this respite was

à la Chambord, meaning they were stuffed with

fleeting. As soon as the bowls were cleared, plat-

forcemeat, larded with bacon, and braised with

ters of roasted jack snipe, plover, woodcock and

white wine and seasonings. Decorative skewers

rice birds flew out from the kitchen. Plump yet

of fish quenelles and cooked crawfish, as well as

delicate, these game birds were popular fixtures

a generous smothering of a rich Chambord and

on fancy Victorian banqueting tables. After the

Espagnole sauce, finished the extravagant dish.

birds came the diamondback terrapin, served in
a creamy white sauce, one of no less than four

After five more whirlwind courses of boiled

different turtle dishes featured on the Thousand

dishes (such as turkey and beef tongue), cold

Dollar Dinner menu that night. (The others were

dishes (colorful aspics and chilled salads), two

a green turtle soup, turtle steak, and calipash, the

entrée courses (including rich dishes such as

fatty, gelatinous portion found along the turtle’s

Vol-au-vent à la Financière, Croquettes de Volaille and

upper shell, which was stewed with sherry and

turtle steak) and a roast course (spring chick-

other seasonings, then baked in the turtle’s own

en and spring lamb), came the ninth course,

shell that had been lined with a pastry crust.)

garden vegetables served alongside elaborate sugar sculptures called pièces montées. Lit-

The thirty New York and Philadelphia diners

erally translated as “mounted parts,” these

were not the only ones to revel in these specialty
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least the next decade, it would be the Thousand
Dollar Dinner that lived on as a culinary legend.
“The variety and costliness of the dishes [on this
carte] knocks every affair of the sort we have ever
seen into annihilation,” declared the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin. According to the American Courier,
the dinner was “perhaps the richest, most elegant, elaborate and poetical entertainment ever
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gotten up in this country.” But it was the words

is a food writer, research historian, and

of the gentlemen from New York that best

the author of The Thousand Dollar Dinner

described its significance. The Philadelphians,

(Westholme, 2015).

the New Yorkers admitted, had “conquered
them triumphantly,” making the City of Brotherly Love the unofficial champion of this historic
and extraordinary culinary competition. ■

foods. A group of Philadelphia’s best caterers

The rival caterers could not help but marvel as

had also gathered in a small room off the banquet

their contemporary performed his behind-the-

hall to witness this bit of history (and probably

scenes gastronomic magic. Joseph Head, pro-

also learn a thing or two). Hidden from view, the

prietor of the Old Mansion House Hotel on

caterers silently watched as the diners reveled in

Philadelphia’s Market Street, praised Parkin-

a pastry course with lemon pudding and peach

son’s achievement, declaring, “Neither in En-

pie (the thirteenth), a confectionary course that

gland nor in America have I ever seen so superb

showcased mint drops and raspberry balls (the

a banquet, and I never expect to see, nor do I

fourteenth), and platters of figs, walnuts, or-

think any of you will ever see, such another.”

anges, and pecans (the sixteenth). All of these
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extravagant offerings were of course washed

Although the two groups of men from New York

down with an equally lavish assortment of wines

and Philadelphia would continue to “spen[d]

and liquors, from an 150-year-old Madeira to

one day in every year and all their spare cash

an 1845 Moët Extra Sparkling Champagne.

in trying to rival each other’s banquets” for at
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